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Active management of fixed income investments
offers the potential for investors to realize portfolio
outperformance (alpha) relative to a benchmark over
a full market cycle. In aggregate, active managers have
succeeded in delivering alpha; however, during historic
periods of heightened risk-asset volatility, our research
suggests that outperformance can quickly shift to
underperformance. While rapid market drawdowns often
reverse quickly, many investors turn to fixed income for
liquidity amidst such volatility – effectively locking in their
losses before any recovery begins.
In this paper, we study fixed-income return data to understand the behavior of both asset owners
and active managers in crisis periods (i.e., periods characterized by a sharp correction in risk
assets). Based on this analysis, we believe that an investment strategy which combines active
and indexed fixed income exposure offers the benefit of flexibility to investors, by preserving the
long-term outperformance potential of active management, while providing the risk mitigation
and predictability afforded by index management.

Background
For fixed income investors, risk-off crises magnify the impact of many investment decisions, as
returns reach unusual extremes in what is generally considered a “safer” asset class. Amid this
volatility, distinct trends emerge, with implications for portfolio construction.
We examined data on active and indexed returns across common fixed income strategies, which
yielded the following observations:
•

A balance of both index and active allocations offers benefits — Paring the long-term
outperformance of active alongside the stability of indexing enables optionality

•

Credit beta, a major driver of active manager excess returns, tends to be volatile —
While many active fixed income managers add value over market cycles, credit beta volatility
tends to influence active manager outcomes in the short term

Historical data tells us that, while over the long run the median active fixed income managers have
added value, in periods of market crisis those managers have tended to substantially underperform their
benchmarks. Further, we found that client-driven allocations away from fixed income tend to coincide
with periods where active manager excess returns are down. To demonstrate these points, we extracted
manager performance data from eVestment for a number of common fixed income strategies: US Core,
US Core Plus, US Long Government/Credit, Emerging Market Debt (Hard Currency and Local Currency),
and Global Aggregate. Below, we graphically demonstrate how these strategies have performed in
terms of cumulative excess returns relative to their benchmarks, focusing on two crisis periods: the
Global Financial Crisis (GFC) and the COVID-19 pandemic. Recognizing that universe medians do not
necessarily capture the true investor experience as AUM is typically concentrated in a few products, we
therefore present asset-weighted excess returns (identified as “excess returns”). All returns described
and presented in charts and tables are shown gross of fees.
The GFC unfolded over a period spanning three years, starting in mid-2007 and peaking in the
fourth quarter of 2008, with a market recovery extending well beyond that point. Active manager
alpha began to erode at the start of the crisis with maximum drawdowns of excess return in each
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universe occurring as markets bottomed (see Figure 1).
The COVID-19 crisis is still unfolding, but it bears a close resemblance to the GFC in terms of the
magnitude of drawdowns in excess returns (see Figure 2).1 As in the case of the GFC, a strong
recovery in median manager active alpha is underway reinforcing the point that sharp alpha
drawdown periods tend to be followed by strong recoveries. While time may cure these alpha
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Pairing Active with
Indexed Preserves
Value, Offers
Flexibility

Figure 3
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of Fees) and Flow
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the GFC
 Net Quarterly
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 US Core Excess Returns

drawdowns, the pressing needs for liquidity or rebalancing purposes calls for immediate action.
Pairing actively managed exposure with indexed would provide a investors the flexibility to realize
the recovery in active manager returns while also sourcing liquidity from their indexed allocation.
Similarly, to the extent liquidity requirements arise in periods of active manager outperformance
investors could choose to lock in those gains by sourcing liquidity from their active allocation.
To illustrate this point, we looked at various drawdown events over the past 13 years and client
cash flow activity during those periods. The drawdown of median manager excess returns in the
eVestment US Core universe during the GFC along with net institutional cash (out)flows during
that period appears in Figure 3, where net cash flows are represented by the sum of US Core,
US Core Plus, US Long Government/Credit and Global Aggregate universes. As risk assets
underperformed, investors repeatedly tapped their fixed income managers for liquidity, all while
Core fixed income managers experienced significant drawdowns. From Q3 2007 to Q2 2010,
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there was $113 billion of outflows from the four investment grade universes.
The GFC was not an isolated incident in this respect. During periods in which US Core manager
excess return drawdowns lasted three months or more, these same four strategies consistently
experienced large cash outflows. (see Figure 4). Granted, fixed income will experience trends of
both inflows and outflows, but outflows in late 2018 and early 2020 each interrupted an extended
period of contributions to these strategies.
Figure 4
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Employing both skilled indexed and active fixed income managers may provide the optimal
outcome for investors: long-term outperformance potential, smoothed volatility and preservation
of assets when they are needed most.

Credit Beta Volatility
Can Influence
Outcomes

The propensity for active fixed income managers to underperform in crisis periods stems from
managers’ strong tendency to overweight credit risk assets relative to US Governments to
capture the yield benefit of these investments over time. While this strategy does work when
looking at returns over a cycle, it may not be working when liquidity is most needed. Over time,
US Core alpha has been highly correlated with lower quality beta returns. As per Figure 5, after
adjusting the scaling, the historical US Core universe rolling alpha maps almost exactly on top of
eVestment Rolling Median 12-Month Alpha (%)

Index Rolling 12-Month Excess Returns (%)
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BBB-rated Corporate excess returns over Treasuries.
Recently, we commented on the various levers that active managers employ when sourcing
alpha. Some of these levers include structurally overweighting lower quality assets and/or
selecting upgrade candidates in credit. Both positions tend to exhibit lower ratings. Lower-rated
issuers have historically provided attractive upgrade potential, so it makes sense for managers
to have an outsized position in these segments. Higher quality credits, on the other hand, have
almost nowhere to go but down the quality spectrum. There is also a longer term strategic
impetus to invest in lower quality credits, as the additional carry will incrementally add to returns
over time. All in all, these decisions tend to result in portfolios that have a higher credit beta than
their benchmarks across each of these common fixed income strategies. Demonstrating this
trend across other strategies, Figure 6 displays a correlation matrix of monthly median manager
alpha with index excess returns for both US BBB-rated Corporates and US Corporate High Yield.

Figure 6
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Conclusion

Endnote

This relationship between credit excess returns and alpha helps explain the propensity of active
managers to outperform over the long run as well as why they will tend to experience drawdowns
in periods of stress. Pairing them with a risk-neutral index allocation will dampen volatility and can
help preserve plan assets.

1

There are, of course, notable differences between the COVID-19 crisis and the GFC. For example, the timeline for the
COVID-19-related drawdown was much shorter compared with the GFC, with the maximum drawdown of excess returns
occurring within a few months of the start of the crisis and markets well on their way to recovery at the end of the Q2 2020.
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